
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Investigation

Watchman‘s Infallible Eye
Core, p. 311

Posessing this Charm, the Solar feels an instinct whenever
she encounters a scene in which a case scene or profile
character action should be used. This Charm is merely

informative and gives no added bonuses.

Crafty Observation Method
Core, p. 312

When examining undisturbed physical evidence of an event,
the Solar can perfectly reconstruct it. Acts as a normal

case scene action, but performed in a couple seconds with
(Essence) auto-successes and double 9s on the roll.

Divine Induction Method
Core, p. 312

Once per Scene the Exalt may use a full free Investigation
Excellency. Can be reset by succeeding at an Investigation
action with a difficulty (Solar‘s Investigation - 1) or greater.

Fetich-Tracing Eye
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 14

Supplement a case scene action to locate something
stolen belonging to the Lawgiver, adding one
auto-success. Can be used on Survival-based

tracking rolls as well.

Evidence-Discerning Method
Core, p. 312

Based on posessions of a person or evidence left behind
and similar things, the Solar can profile a character that

is not even present.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Miraculous Stunning Insight
Core, p. 312

Once per scene the Solar may grant double 8s to
any Investigation roll.

Dauntless Inquisitor Attitude
Core, p. 313

Adds the Solar‘s Essence in automatic successes
to her Investigation rolls for the rest of the scene.

Judge-General‘s Stance
Core, p. 314

Reset any Investigation Charm that is still „down“ once
per day. Also grants one Willpower.

Empathic Recall Discipline
Core, p. 315

After a case scene action channel the perpetrator‘s
perspective. This is a read intentions action that allows the

Solar to - on success - understand the meaning behind
the event for the perpetrator. Refer the book.

Mind Manse Meditation
Core, p. 315

Build a palace of memories through which the Solar
can mentally walk and reexamine gathered evidence,

research, profiles, and so on.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Evidence-Restoring Prana
Core, p. 313

Momentarily restore a piece of evidence no larger than
which the Solar can normally lift and carry, allowing the

Solar to fully investigate it. Once the investigation is
done, the commitment is dropped and the item disappears.

Ten Magistrate Eyes
Core, p. 313

Supplement a case scene action that becomes infallible and
takes only a couple seconds to complete. Can also be used

to supplement a profile character action.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Unknown Wisdom Epiphany
Core, p. 313

The Solar can visist the scene of an event and reenact it
as one of the parties involved. He sees the event play out
in his minds eye as he moves around, touching evidence.

Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Enlightened Touch Insight
Core, p. 314

Feel the exact emotions of the person last touching the
object at the moment the evidence was produced.

This requires a read intentions action.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Watchful Justiciar‘s Eye
Core, p. 312

After profiling a character with the prerequisite or Ten
Magistrate Eyes, the Solar can sense if the profiled character

acts outside his normal behavior and if his is normal or
investigation-worthy behavior. Please refer the book.

Irresistible Questioning Technique
Core, p. 313

Supplement a persuade action in the form of questions. If
successful on a roll against the target‘s Resolve, the target

must answer the questions to the fullest knowledge.
The target may try to resist. Please refer the book.

Truth-Rendering Attitude
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 14

Reconstruct the statement of a witness so perfectly as to
gain a psychic vision of any case scene or profile character

action the character describes.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

Judge‘s Ear Technique
Core, p. 312

The Solar can evaluate the truth of any statement she hears.
This is limited to what a speaker beliefs to be true and can

discern half-truths and what part of it is true. Against
other magical effects a roll-off happens.

Inquisitor‘s Unfailing Notice
Core, p. 311

This Charm grants (Essence) non-Charm dice to Awareness
or Investigation attempts to notice another character using

a Larceny Ability in the Solar‘s presence. Only functions
against disguise in specific circumstances. Refer the book.
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